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through the normal programming functions, the free elna
software is also good at setting the most suitable
embroidery program for the machine. the program includes
all options that can be set in the standard programs and, as
a bonus, it gives tips to set these options according to
different types of machines. the free stitch era universal
software contains all basic embroidery-specific features that
you can use to create embroidery designs. this program can
be used to create designs and make them ready for the
embroidery machine. the software includes all basic
functions like importing images or design files, resizing,
rotating and merging designs, and selecting and positioning
embroidery designs. the pro version of the free stitch era
software contains all features of the free version and the
additional features of the paid pro version. the pro version
contains all of the features of the free version, plus: most
people are scared to get a new product and afraid they can't
do anything good with it. we can guarantee that you can
quickly learn to master elna's digitizer mbx software.
however, you need to invest some time and also some
money to get the best out of the software. if you want to
import your designs on multiple hoops or to stitch out your
designs, you will need a commercial embroidery machine to
get the most out of the software. the digitizer mbx software
is used in a number of different situations, for example for
digitizing an image of a design, converting your own designs
to e.g. an embroidery design file or stitching it out on your
embroidery machine. the software can be used with regular
paper, a computer screen or a scanner.
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in a previous article we talked about the zebra designer,
which is a program that came bundled with the elna digitizer
ex kit and is a great introduction to the software. if you are
still unsure which program would be best for you, then we
recommend that you also read the zebra designer article.

printing your work can be done in several ways. the
standard method is to send your elna files to a service

bureau such as zazzle.com or iprint.com, and they will print
them for you. however, you can also print your work yourself

using a computer printer. just be sure to use the type of
paper you want, and to print it on an uncoated or glossy

paper. also be sure you know what kind of printer you have.
this is my second post in the category of software, and i am
so proud of myself. elna digitizer ex is a software that many
people dont know about, but can be a great tool for any kind
of graphic designer. the software is a lot more complicated
than the name suggests. its called 'digitizer ex' because it
allows you to create lettering using a pen-tablet like device

called the elna digitizer. it comes in a package with
instructions and a manual, so you should have no problems
getting up and running. once you have the digitizer in your

hand you can begin to create your lettering. digitizer ex (v3)
uses a new technology that allows to automatically detect

the type of embroidery machine you are using and to
automatically export design files to the appropriate format

(bernina / janome / elna). next you should take a look at the
menu selections you can make in the software. the elna

software is divided in three modes: 1. digitizer ex: this is the
main program. it will automatically determine the correct file

format for your machine (bernina, janome, elna). it is the
program that automatically determines the format you

require. 5ec8ef588b
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